
City Utilities of Springfield, Missouri Zonal Placement and RR172 Comments 
 
City Utilities does not support any proposal to incorporate the transmission revenue requirement 
associated with a new Transmission Owning member into an existing Transmission Pricing Zone where 
such action would result in a cost-shift to the existing Transmission Customer(s) in the Zone without the 
agreement of the existing Transmission Owner(s).  We believe that each party should bear its existing 
obligations, prior to the addition of the new facilities, and only share costs for facilities that are jointly 
planned or as agreed by the affected Transmission Owners.  This is the foundational principle on which the 
SPP’s existing transmission cost allocation regime was constructed.  Southwest Power Pool, 131 FERC ¶ 
61,252 at PP 66-71 (2010). 
 
City Utilities supports the main objectives of RR172 to prevent cost shifts related to a new Transmission 
Owner's legacy Transmission Facilities being transferred to an existing Transmission Owner's pricing zone 
and additional costs to its Transmission Customers.  “In designing transmission rates for RTOs, therefore, 
we cannot ignore the effects that cost shifts can have on RTO participation. Substantial shifts in cost 
responsibility could encourage a utility with below-average transmission costs to remain independent of 
or leave an RTO and, as a result, might destabilize an RTO.”  PJM Interconnection, LLC (Opinion No. 494), 
119 FERC ¶ 61,063 at P 58 (2007).  RR172 defines legacy facilities as those that were planned and 
constructed prior to the new Member placing its Transmission Facilities under the SPP Tariff.  City Utilities 
believes that any cost shifts that occur as a result of this process should result from negotiations between 
the existing Zonal Transmission Owner and the new Member, and not from prescription by the SPP RTO.  
City Utilities endorses the principle that a new Member's legacy Transmission Facility costs should be 
borne by those customers for which those Facilities were planned and constructed, unless those Parties 
negotiate an agreement that codifies acceptable cost shifts, before being place under the Tariff.  
 
If the Parties cannot reach an equitable solution, then the creation of a new Zone should be evaluated 
critically and carefully, rather than simply imposed as a default result for every situation.  City Utilities, as 
one of the smallest zones in the SPP footprint, is not convinced that the creation of additional “smaller” 
Zones places undue burden on the SPP RTO.  Although there may be some minimum level at which the 
SPP's administrative burden becomes uneconomical and should be avoided, minimum Zone size needs 
further investigation and vetting amongst SPP Transmission Owners before the option of additional Zone 
creation is eliminated.  Given that millions of dollars have been spent in recent years to upgrade the SPP 
infrastructure that supports transmission operations and the Integrated Market, it seems likely that those 
facilities can effectively manage the occasional addition of a few more Zones. 
 
The argument that Transmission Customers in the existing zone benefit from the new Member's Facilities 
and vice versa, but highlights the fact that any topology-related transmission benefits pre-exist those new 
Facilities being brought under the Tariff. Those benefits are a result of decisions made by each 
Transmission Owner to serve exclusive needs of its Transmission Customers before the consolidation 
under the Tariff.  Those mutual benefits between new and existing Transmission Owners do not occur 
simply because new Facilities are placed under the Tariff. 
 
City Utilities does not view these principles as deterrents to prospective SPP membership. Based on the 
recent incidents of legal disputes over cost shifts, City Utilities sees these business practice changes as a 
more open, transparent way to help incent new membership. 


